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Wants debate

Granger speaks
"Maybe the best thing that can
be done for Kittitas County is not
to get the Federal government so
involved," Republican congressional candidate Dick Granger told
Thomas Kerr's American Government class.
Granger addressed the class
CWSC, Ellensburg, WA: Oct. 28, 1976: Vol 50, No. 5
Thursday whlle his democratic
opponent Congressman Mike McCormack addressed the class
earlier in the week. Granger also
spoke in the SUB pit.
He noted the cattle prices in the
Kittitas Valley have fluctuated
between 38 to 40 cents while the
By MARCI BAKER
be conservative in determining we couldn't afford last-year."
break
even point is about 50 cents
their budget.
McMullen also added that the
This quarter the recipients of
According to an April 30 memo- increase '.'was an indication we per pound.
"The President's import restricthe Joint Student Fees funding randum from Shelia Casbeer, JSF were doing something right ~nd
tions are good," the Clark County
can be seen breathing a sigh of Committee chairperson, the esti- that President Brooks was pleased
Commissioner said, adding, "I
hesitant satisfaction. Most pro- mated student fees revenue for . with what we were doing."
would vote to relieve small busigrams will not have to deal with '76-'77 was $320,000. Requests for
Although program directors are
nesses from restrictions imposed
the sizable budget cuts handed to funding were $115,384 over that satisfied with the increases in
by the Federal government. It's
them by the Joint Student Fees amount. The memo pointed out their budgets, many would welimportant to relieve small busiCommittee last spring quarter.
there had to be "very severe come more funding.
Vern LaBay, academic account- budget reductions." Casbeer exBonnie Whippel, budget coor- nesses and farmers from government regulations. We've got to
ant, said that more money was plained the committee made the dinator for the cheerleaders, said,
make it (red tape) simpler because
found over the summer and the cuts "in areas that we felt st11dents "I can't say I'm not satisfied, but
they can't afford to hire experts
administration was able to in- use the least."
with things costing so much, it
Several programs were cut dra- wouldn't hurt to have a little - just to check these regulations."
crease the programs' ·funding. But
He feels this is an issue of prime
for many the increases will not be stically, KCWS, for example, was more."
,
importance to Kittitas County.
Men's Athletic Director Adrian
enough to meet the cost of allocated nothing from JSF funds.
One student was concerned with
The Board of Control (BOC) and Beamer commented, "We weren't
inflation.
the mini-prison concept of criminal
Joint Student Fees are accumu- Social Activities were cut from unhappy. But you always think
punishment. "In order to have
lated through registration fees. over $50,000 in '74-'75 to $20,000 you ought to get more." He also
mini-prisons we're going to have to
Each quarter $23.50 is taken from for this year. Stu McCullen, BOC said that inflation is the big
sell the community on the idea.
every student's registration fee chairperson, said that that amount problem. Budget increases are
First we have to determine what
and placed into the Student Fees would have barely covered John needed to keep from falling bethe benefits would be and what the
budget. This money is then allocat- Drinkwater's salary. He said it hind. "Every year, " he said,
trade-off would be. Security has to
ed to several programs on campus. would have been impossible to "we're fighting just to stay even."
be adequate and the people in the
Although program directors
Programs that receive funding operate on a $20,000 budget.
community have to be assured of
are student service programs such
Rut during the summer, more may argue the need for still more
safety," he said.
as athletics, intramurals. recrea- money was found. President funding to stay abreast of inflation. Campus Crier, KCWS, the Brooks said that more estimates tion, they may simply be wishing
The issue of oil tankers in Puget
Boatd of Control, Scrcial Activities, came in and the amount of funds t.hev had the increases that had Sound was also raised. "I would
have to look at the issue_in terms
and SUB administration and main- available became more definite. been given to them now. Accordof what the inevitable could be,"
tenance.
The Student Fees budget was ing to LaBay, if enrollment falls
he explained. He says we need to
The Joint Student Fees Commit- increased to $510,000.
t>elow the estimated projections
determine what would happen if
tee is responsible each year for
Brooks said he recommended for this year, budget cuts will have
an oil spill did occur. "On the
allocating the available funds in an distributing the extra funds to be made.
equitable manner. They send their among the various programs "as
Many programs will be hurt by balance I don't think there is
recommendations to the Vice Pres- best we could, given the circum- such cuts.One such program is the enough going for it to have
unlimited sound transport."
ident of Academic Affairs who in stances." KCWS was allocated women's athletics program. WoWhen the campaign started
turn makes recommendations to $6,000. Dale Carpenter, KCWS men's Athletics Director Jan Bothe President. The Board of Trus- manager, was very happy about yungs said she has already cut new Granger was a virtual unknown
tees make the final decision on the allocation. "Anything, after equipment from the present bud- outside the Vancouver area, but he
nothing is great," he said.
budget allocations.
get in order to make ends meet. "If feels he has made headway in
The committee is made up of
Brooks said he had been particu- they cut us again," she said, "we reaching the voters of the 4th
four students, three faculty mem- larly concerned about the funding will have to cut travel and that will Congressional District. "I feel
good about my name familiarity
bers, a college budget officer and given to the BOC and Social really hurt us."
an academic accountant. They Activities. He said the amount was
The Joint Student Fees budget increase," he said. "I can feel the
meet early in spring quarter to much too small to operate the is still on the conservative side so momentum in the district and feel
determine the program budgets programs. He recommended an it is not expected to exceed the I have a good chance to win it. I've
~ried to concentrate m_y ~fforts
increase which would raise their actual enrollment numbers. But
for _!~e _following school year.
close
to the people and not at the
Brooks commented, "It is my
The Student Fees budget is budgets to a combined $68,666.
expense of small communities."
McMullen
said,
"We're
more
responsibility
to
make
sure
we
based on state enrollment projections for the coming year. Because . thal! happy with the . increase don't run a deficit." He commented
they are dealing with estimates, President Brooks.gave us. Now we that Central has never run a
LaBay said, the committee has to can work on some programs that deficit.

No budget cuts needed

Granger has attended small local
events in the district on several
occasions.
In his meetings with the people
Granger said he found some disturbing things. "I feel we have a
breakdown in the moral conduct in
this countrv. We need to reinforce
the family iiving experiences. I'm a
strong believer in the importance
of family and neighborhood.'"'

DICK GRANGER
Granger attacked McCormack's
reluctance to meet him in a debate.
He said than when he originally
proposed the debates he sent a
mailgram to McCormack's office in
Washington, D.C. According to
Granger, McCormack did not respond for three weeks and then
said the debates "wouldn't be in
the public interest.''
Granger explained that when
McCormack first ran for office in
1970 he challenged then incumbant
Cathrine May to debate "in the
public interest. Apparently he
doesn't have the same convictions
he had in 1970."
Granger's background includes
both business and public service as
a Clark County Commissioner. He
concluded by saying, "I think my
role as a candidate is to get the.
truth out to the people.''

Student film contest

'

By VERNE RAINEY

(Photo by Mary Wallace)

Central and the Washington
Association for Educational Communication~ and Technology are
sponsoring the fifth Washington
State Student Film Contest.
The purpose of the contest is to
recognize and award students who
produce outstanding 8mm motion
picture films and to provide an
arena for the showing and evaluation of student-produced films.
All entry films in the contest
must be student-produced and
photographed. There will be five
separate grade levels for judging.
Trophies and awards will be made
in each of the following 8mm
categories: Grades K-6, Grades
7-9, Grades 10-12, College and
Northwest out-of-state.
The deadline for submitting
films is March 15, 1977. Any super
8mm (silent or sound) or regular
8mm (silent or sound) film completed after March 1, 1976 is
eligible.
First place films in each category will be entered into the
, National Student Film Festival at
Miami Beach, Florida, on April
24-29, 1977.
For more information, details

and entry blank, students should
contact Dr. William D. Schmidt,
Audiovisual Division, Bouillon
building on campus.

,

BOC Meets
tonight
All students are invited to
attend a special ASC Board of
Control (BOC) meeting scheduled for tonight in Wilson Hall
lounge. Meeting time is scheduled for 7:30 pm and will be an
informal, open format discussion.
Possible topics for discussion
include university status, Central's housing policy, the student
role in faculty collective bargaining, student-parent programs
and needs, and an alcohol awareness program.
The BOC normally holds all
meetings in the SUB, however
members expressed a desire to
gain extra student input, and
also increase student awareness
of the BOC function.

~ampus
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Library Security
Bouillion Library. Then it was
decided two years ago to install an
alarm system in the old library at
a cost of "between $25,000 to
$30,000."
The strips placed in the books to
trigger the alarm cost about $1,500
each year and there is a yearly
service charge of $375.
"If you relate the cost of the
Waddle said that some libraries system with the amount we were
have controlled exits--the "door- losing, each year because of stolen
guard approach." He noted that books," Waddle said, "you'll see
the University of Washington's t.Jrnt it made sense economically to
large library has this system but install t he system."
stated, "I don't think it's ver y
Waddle said that while he
effective because it's inconvenient couldn't be sure of the exact
for both library personnel and figures, "we are probably saving
librar y users."
about $19,000 each year because of
Another security method used the alarm system.
"The University of Washingby some libraries is the closing of
the book stacks to the public. ton's undergraduate library has
Waddle said this, too, is ineffective this ·system," he said, "and Eastern Washington State College had
because it is inconvenient.
·
it before us. We worked- with
However, until 1974 Central had Eastern in making the decision
been losing about $20,000 each about the purchas;"
year because of books stolen from
Waddle emphasized that the
system is not perfect. "Sometimes,
certain briefcases will set off the
alarm, and · some notebooks with
metal binders will also."
He said that when the alarm
does go off, "the person is not
\\..\ t\, AG 1NG EDITO R Pam Whitene r
automatically suspected of taking
NE WS ED ITOR Jane Sn yder
anything. Once in awhile the
PHOTO EDITOR Mory Wallace
FEATURE EDITOR , Dave Payson
person at the checkout counter
SPO RT S EDITOR . Rond y Kroke
will forget to desensitize the book.
ENTERTAINMENT ED ITOR , Bob Wh e atle y
COPY EDITORS . Beck i Holland Debby M o nroe
We _don't want to embarrass
COPY READERS ,
Ma11 e Aalta Pal Sch o lz Libby M cCook
anyone; we just want to save the
GRAPHICS , - John Brown ing Corl Bowman
money."
PHOTOGRAPHER , Debbie Sn yder .
SPE CI AL REPORTERS, Marci Boker Glint Robbins
Waddle said that the money
REPORTERS , Mike Dorsey Michelle Brunso n
which had been used in the past to
Gail Fa<Smon Loretta Soar ir.en
Vern Rainey
replace stolen books can now go
SPORTS REPORTERS, Koy Cory Pat King
for the purchase of new volumes.
EDITORIAL WRITERS , Bernard Jensen Byron Akitc
Troy Monholland
"In the past, when a · book was
PRODUCTION , Mary Rennie Stephe Percival
Dick Butts Debbe Sagar
stolen from the library, the reSECRETARIES , Kay Cary Koy Ramsdell
placement cost was greater than
ADVERTISING MANAGER, John Monsen
TYPISTS, Luanne Shoem a ker Teri Ogdon
the original price of the book.
ADVISOR, Jomes Goodrich
BUSINESS MANAGER , Steve Holm
"With the thefts cut down by
Th e newspaper of Central W ashingto n State ·
the system, we are able to purCollege publ ished w eekly during the academ ic year
chase new books and keep the
e xcept during regi stra tio n, vacation and the fi n al
week of each q ua rter. Views expre ssed are those
materials we have for others to
of stu dents, staff and edito rs not necessaril y of
use," he said.
Ce n tra l Wash ington Sta te College . Ad vertising
materia l prese n ted does n ot imply endorsemen t.
"Our main reason for having the
M oi l subscriptions price $I per quarter or $3 per
system is to protect the materials
yea r .a re payable to the. CAMPUS CRIER , CWSC,
Elle ns burg , WA 98926 .
so that others may use them," he
Second cl ass p o stage paid , Ellen sburg , WA 98926 .
concluded.
Every library has a theft problem and Central's library is no
exception.
"However," said Richard L.
Waddle, dean of library services,
"many libraries are instituting
security systems to <lecrease the
amount of books being taken
without permission."

11111
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( Margaret's

Media Services available
programs or student projects.
Students and faculty can criticize
Media services of all kinds are themselves in the development of
available to faculty and students at teaching and learning skills
the Audiovisual division of the through the use of immediate
library located in Bouillion Hall.
playback video equipment. TV
Charles Vlcek, director of audio- , series is also the location of
: visual services said, "that the "KCWS-10", a community access
philosophy of the department is to channel.
provide service to both students
The technical services compoand faculty." Both have access to nent provide a pool of audiovisual
audiovisual equipment, the labora- equipment for faculty and student
tories and professional staff. "The use, both on and off campus.
professional staff are leaders in The professionals in this compotheir respective fields of telecom- nent design electronic-mechanical
munications, graphics, photo- devices necessary for instructional
graphy, cinematography and needs and they maintain all audioinstructional technology. They are visual equipment on campus.
here to serve you," said Vlcek.
The media production services
The Audiovisual division is
provide two departments for studivided into four components
dents and faculty.
The media
which are all located in Bouillion.
development department designs
These are the audiovisual library,
and produces media for faculty,
television services, technical serstudent use in instruction, public
vices and media production serrelations, publicity, publications
vices.
and research. The types of service
include photographers and graphic
The audiovisual library compoartists that ' are available to pronent develops, maintains and produce materials for student and
vides a collection of non-print
faculty use.
materials, such as films, filmstrips,
audio tapes, slides and teaching
In the media production laboraprogram kits.
tory, facilities are available for
By VERNE RAINEY

Also provided is a reference
lounge where faculty and students
can browse thromrh .film catalogues, teachers film guides, handbooks, reviews and periodicals
dealing with the media.
The Television Services component offers students and faculty a
training lab that allows them to
learn how to set up and operate a
portable videotape recording system. TV services provides faculty
and students with the necessary
facilities and equipment to produce instructional, public relAtions

NEWLY REMODELED
STORE
with
All new Junior Dept.
The latest fall fashions

students, faculty, staff and others
to produce media for classes and
other projects themselves. The
laboratory is equipped with spirit
duplicator machines, drymount
presses, laminators, th ermofa x
and diazo copiers, drawing boards,
light tables, photographic copy
stands, motion picture editing
equipment, audio duplicator, lettering devices and typewriters.

and tripods for short duration
loan.
There is always an attendant on
duty to assist Individuals in producing theil- own media.
Recently added to the services
available in the media lab is a new
high-speed Xerox duplicator that
will enable students and organizations to duplicate printed or typed
materials at a lower cost. The new
machine has four different reduction options and the Xerox will
also feed, copy and reduce oversize
computer or business forms.
The most attractive feature of
the Xerox duplicator is the lower
cost of copying. The charge for 1-5
copies is 8 cents each and gets
progressively cheaper as more
copies are made. 31 copies or more
are only 2 cents a piece.
Students, faculty and staff are
encouraged to take advantage of
the many services and facilities
available in the audiovisual division of the library.

MHP limit
revised

Robert H. Walker, city manager, proposed a new speed limit for
Eighth Avenue. He made the
suggestion in a report at the last
meeting of the E llensbur g City
Council.
An analysis indicates that 80
percent of all vehicles on Eighth
exceed the 20 mph speed limit.
There is a loan pool available for Normal traffic enforcement standstudents and faculty to check out ards need a voluntary compliance
35mm and 8mm cameras, lighting range of 85 percent. Enforcement
equipment, film editi~g equipmenf efforts then concentrate on the
remaining 15 percent.
The speed limit now on Eighth
Avenue was termed unrealistic.
The staff suggested that a speed
limit of 25 or 30 mph would be
. , ..
more realistic.
City Councilwoman, Irene Rinehart, said the college should be
consulted ·in the matter. No action
was taken then on the proposal.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS

skirts
gauchos
pants
sweaters
blouses

THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog . .

dresse~

11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

& coats

Or.iglnal research also available.
Enclosed is $1.00.
Please rush Vle catalog to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~:~u~~~~ 4~'.~;
-~ir~~~:r~1~%~1:.~~~~4~~~~~~~::~.:i~~~~:~~~~~~:-~,~~~~w~~~i:·

;,}/_ ei.o FM cable

A,

Address---------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S t a t e - - - - - - - Zip _ __

~Central
•

When it comes to naming campus buildings, Central is true to its
own.

j

;

'

•

\:t

,

With only two exceptions--Edison Hall, which is named for
Thomas Edison, famous scientist,
and Kamola Hall, which is named
for an Indian chiefs daughter--all
of Central's buildings are named
after people who were actively
involved with the college's operation.
A number of Central's buildings,
however, have yet to be named.
For example, the Psychology
Building, the Language and Literture Building~ the Instructional
Building, and the new library all
currently stand nameless.
But the time will come for these
buildings to receive their names.
The committee that decides such
things, appropriately called the
Building Names Committee, plans
to start meeting weekly to hasten
the name-giving process.
· Following is a list of Centr~l's
named buildings, with a brief
description of whom they were
named for and when they were
built:
,
Barge Hall is Central's oldest
building and was built in 1884. It

•

reuiains true to its own

is named for Benjamiri Barge, who
was the first president of Central
(then called Washington State
Normal School). Barge served as
president from 1891 to 1894.
Barto Hall was built in 1962 and
named for Harold Barto, who as a
professor of history from 1932 to
1961.
Beck Hall was built in 1965 and
named for George Beck, who was a
professor of geology from 1925 to
1959.
Black Hall was built in 1961 and
named for George Black, who was
Central's president from 1916 to
1930.
Bouillion Building was built in
1961 and named for Victor Bouillion, who was chairman and of the
College Board of Trustees from
1932 to 1965.
Courson Hall was built in 1966
and named for Ken Courson, who
was business manager from 1932
to 1965.
Davies Hall was built in 1966
and named for Jaunita Davies,
was a professor of music from 1927
to 1965.
Hebeler Building was built in
1938 and named for Amanda
Hebeler, who was director of the

College Elementary School from
1924 to 1963.
Hertz Music Hall was built in
1963 and named for Wayne Hertz,
who was a professor of music from
1938 to 1975.
Hitchcock Hall was built in 1965
and named -for Annette Hitchcock,
who was Dean of Women from
1942 to 19n0.

Hogue Technology was built in
1970 and named for Glenn Hogue,
who was an instructor of industrial
arts from 1927 to 1959.
Holmes Dining Hall was built in
1965 and named for Otis Holmes,
who was a professor of social
science from 1925 tO 1942 and for
his wife, Margaret, who was also a
professor of social science from
1931 to 1940.
Kamola Hall was built in 1915
and named for Indian Chief Owhi's
favorite daugnter, Kamola. It is
Central's oldest dormitory.
Kennedy Hall was built in 1948
and named for Ora Kennedy, who
was Director of Dormitories and
house mother of Kamola Hall from
1921 to 1933.
Lind Hall was built in 1947 and
named for Edmund Lind, who was a
professor of chemistry from 1936
to 1964.

,Faculty Senate convened
do exist, but it was not recomThe Senate also voted to adopt a
mending any action to eliminate committee recommendation which
Adaptation of last year's curric- the violations. It was eventually allows special topics courses to be
ulum committee report dominated recommended that the matter be taught only two times. An amend• the Faculty Senate meeting last sent b~ck to this year's curriculum ment which would have increased
Wednesday, Oct. 20. Se_n ate mem- committee for rediscussion. the limit to three times was
bers voted to adopt the bulk of the
A second matter which cause defeated.
report. There were, however, some discussion was the commitFinally, the Senate voted
f ·several sections of special concern
tee's recommendation that
which the senate decided to dis- "courses given in off-campus loca- against the recommendation that
the "franchise for course generacuss and vote on separately.
tiO;ns which are modifications (lowSenate Vice-Chairperson, Airt ered credit hours) of on-campus tion and course prefixes" be given
to the academic departments only.
J. Keith, said there was significant
courses must be listed separately
question about the committee's under different titles and numbers According to senate members,
such an action would have a
response to the charge to "exam- in the catalog."
detrimental effect on interdepartine the undergraduate catalog for
Senate member G<;>rdon Warren
' 'hidden prerequisites' and higher- objeCted to the recommendation mental programs such as the Law
than-normal requirements for saying that separate listings would and Justice program.
major and minor programs."
be a needless duplication.· "He
Other business attended to by
Hidden prerequisites are said such off-campus courses are the senate included determining
, courses or activities which are merely condensed versious of the how to select five faculty represenrequired for the completion of a same course offered on campus.
tatives for the President Search
major but are not listed as
Committee. The senate voted to
Those
disagreeing
with
W
a,rren
I) requirements in the college catahave the school of Social and
log. Keith said such prerequisites said that the courses were not the
Behavioral Sciences, Arts and
same,
therefore,
separate
listings
could refer to reqUiring students
Humanities and Professional
to join a specific club that is not would not be duplications. OppoStudies each select one represensition
,said
that
having
the
same
,,. , listed as part of their major. Such
tative.
The combined schools of- practices are in violation of the listing for two courses would cause
Natural Sciences and Mathematstudent's
tranconfusion
on
a
Curriculum Guide. The guide is a
ics, and Business and Economics
listing of all rules pertaining to script. One might think a student
will ialso select one representative.
had
taken
the
course
offered
on
curriculum matters.
A fifth · representative will be
if
fact,
the
students
campus
when,
The committee's report stated ·
elected by the faculty.
had
taken
the
modified
version
that "after looking at all of the
The senate's final action at the
programs listed in the catalog, we off-campus.
meeting was to vote for the
II concluded that very few were not
After discussion was heard the
establishment of a trust task force.
in accordance with established senate voted to adopt the commitThe purpose of the task force will
criteria."
tee's recommendation to list the
be to study the problem of
~eith said that by their stateon-campus course and their modimistrust between faculty mem"ment~ 'the committee was acknow- fied· versions as two separate
bers and the administration.
ledging that violations of the guide courses.

'!

By MARCI BAKER
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Quigley Hall was built in 1966
McConnell Auditorium was built
in 1935 and named for Robert -and named for Harold Quigley,
McConnell, who was Central presi- who was a professor of zoology
from 1925-to 1951.
dent from 1931 to 1959.
Randall Hall was built in 1968
Meisner Hall was built in 1965
and named for Clara Meisner, who and named for Reino Randall, who
was a professor of social science was an art instructor from 1938 to
and head of the Early Childhood 1975.
Samuelson Union Building was
Education Program from 1906 to
built in four stages from 1926 to
. 1938.
'
Michaelsen Hall was built · in 1961 and named for E.E. Samuel1969 and named for Helen Michael- · son, who was an instructor a~d
sen, who was the director of the administrator from 1932 io 1968.
Shaw Memorial Hall was built in
home economic department from
1929 and named for Reginald
1906 to 1938.
Mitchell Hall was built in 1969 . Shaw, who was a professor of
and named for Perry Mitchell, who geography from 1935 to 1952.
Smyser Hall was built in 1925
was Central's acting-president
and named for Selden Smyser,
from 1959 to 1961.
Moore-Anderson Hall was built who was a professor of ·social
in 1962 and named for Jennie science from 1916 to 1943.
Stephens-Whitney Hall was
Moore, who was a professor of
education from 1929 to 1938, and built in 1960 and named for
for Mabel Anderson, who was a William Stephens, who was a
professor of child development professor of psychology from 1915
to 1949, and for Henry Whitney,
from 1918 to 1963.
who taught sci~n-ce and served in
Munson Hall was built in 1926
and named for John Munson, who administrative positions from 1908
was a professor of biology from to 1943.
Sparks Hall was built in 1965
1899 to 1928.
Muzzall Hall was huilt 'in 1966 - and -named for Loron Sparks, who
and named for Ernest Muzzall, was an athletic coach and assistant
who served in administrative and director. of teacher training from
faculty positions from 1938 to 1913 to 1950.
Sue Lombard Hall was built .in
1964.
Nicholson Pavilion was built in 1927 and named for Sue Lombard,
1959 and named for Leo Nicholo- who was president of the Yakima
son, who was basketball _coach Women's Club and the first woman
trustee at Central from 1915 to
from 1929 to 1963.
Peterson _Hall was built in 1970 1928.
Wilson Hall was built in 1955
and named for Captain Eldon
Peterson, a 1957 graduate of and named for William Wilson,
Central who died in an Air Force who was president of Central from
1898 to 1914.
jet crash in 1964.

MEXICAN and NATURAL FOOD
and now, Tuesday and Thursday
dinner specials.
105 W. 3rd

925-3050

1. Guest lecturer
CWSC classes ...

2. Three daughters
have attended CWSC ...
3. Wife is CWSC
secretary ...
4. Longtime CWSC
Athletic Fund
contributor"'
5. For the past four
years- - - your
''budget watcher"
in county government.

Ooka:

'Mose
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Nuclear dangers real
Next week Washington State
voters will have the opportunity to
cast their ballots in the November
general election. Of the important
issues to be decided, one stands
alone. It is Initative 325, the
Nuclear Safeguards Act.
· Without questioning the safety
factors of nuclear plants, the
disposal of radioactive waste materials, the sky-rocketing costs of
nuclear energy and identifying the
supporters of nuclear power, there
.are some basic and very important
questions the responsible voter
must ask before entering the
voting booth.
Who determines the future
energy needs of Washingtonians?
Are we utilizing alternative
energy sources? Where does the
energy now produced in this state
go? Who will assume the financial
responsibility in case of a nuclear
accident? Let's examine these
questions and see if Initative 325
can provide some answers!
Unlike Oregon and California
, who make careful and independent
· assessments of the amount of
energy their states will need in the
future, Washington allows electric
utilities and the Bonneville Power
Administration to prepare all
energy forecasts. Current "need"
forecasts prepared by the utilities
and Bonneville are calling for
increase of five percent per year.
No consideration was given for
conservation measures. Initative
325 would require independent
surveys be taken of Washington's
electrical needs and asks that
conservation be considered an
alternative source of energy.
An example of an independent
survey was recently conducted by
the · Seattle City Council. The
. survey called "Energy 1990" considered alternative methods of
generating the needed eletricity,
including conservation. After reviewing the results of the survey,
the city council turned down a five
percent participation in two nuclear power plants to be built by
the Washington Public Power
Supply System. It was determined
that conservation was the best
way to meet Seattle's energy
needs for the next .fifteen years.
According to statistics released
by the Edison Electric Institute
and the Federal Power Commission, 30 to 35 percent of the
hydro-electric power produced in
Washington is exported to other
areas. Initative 325 requires that
there be the need before beginning
an expansion program of the

BOY) I SURe wrsH ~
\bTED FOR NUCLetJR.
SAFETY IN 16000
.. :--...,...
~ ..
..

that nuclear industry officials
nuclear industry in this state.
At present.the federal govern- - could examine an intake valve for
ment has a $560 million- dollar two proposed nuclear plants. The
accident liability limit on nuclear Washington Public Power Supply
plants. Nuclear power advocates System claims now that other
insist that nuclear plants are safe agencies share in the blame, and
but they claim that the federal efforts to replace the fish are
government must limit and subsi- stalled while the various sides
dize the industry's accident liabili- fig-ht over the liability. The cost to
ty. Initative , 325 asks that the replace the fish is estimated at
limits on liability of owners and around $500,000. Can these utilioperators of such plants be waiver- ties be trusted to compensate
ed so that full compensation be people if they quibble about a
assured the people and businesses mere $500,000?
If Initative 325 is passed, Washof Washington State.
The credibility of the nuclear . ington State residents can be
industry is already under attack assured that all future energy
by the state Department of Fisher- problems and needs will be dealt
ies. Last April 11, an estimated 1.2 with objectively and with statemillion infant Chinnook Salmon wide citizen input. If defeated,
were wiped out after Priest these decisions will continue to be
Rapids Dam lowered the water made by unconcerned bureaucrats
level of the Columbia River so· and utility company officials.

Pat King_:_

Pa~son:

Voters don t
1

With about half of this nation's
voters expected to stay home next
Tuesday, we, the college students
of America, have a special obligation--to be among the half of the
Americans who do show up at the
polls. We'd better be--our country,
our futures, our very lives depend
upon it.
There are some 12 million
college students in this country,
and that is a tremendous voice. In
fact, it is a loud enough voice to
elect the President of the United
States in a close presidential race.
But the question is are we going
to use our voice?
Or are we going to fall victim to
the apathy which has struck
millions of the citizens of this
country, those who voice a multitude of nonsensical excuses--none
of them reasonable--for why they

0

It's Almost Christmas .....
*hatch hook pillows
& wall hangings
*stockings-crochet, knit
or needle point
*jiffy stitchery

420 N. Pine
962-2305

"It's not Presidential," folks
waiL "It's disgusting," others
moan. "He's a hypocrite waving ·
the Christian banner," America
yells at the top of her lungs. To
some these gripes are completely
legitimate, but we need to take a
hard look at what we're saying.
America is plastered with open
sexuality from coast to coast. The
biggest chunk of it is not the
tender, spiritual sex we cherish in
marriage, it is hardcore porno.
Anyone who has ever taken a
stroll through the guts of any big
city, cast a glance at the supermarket magazine stand or watch.ed today's television knows that
sex has come down out of the attic,
and that we have exploited this
beautiful gift from God! Penthouse
and Playgirl go like hotcakes. Sex
sells, and our society is . saturated
with it in 1976.
Americans say they want to see
the real Jimmy Carter. They want
to dig into his personality and
discover what makes the grin so
big.
Carter has promised honest
with citizens. .
He laid the meat right/ on the
table and even called sexual intercourse by · a word that offends
some. Do those easy-blushers
really think Carter is the first
prominent figure to tell it like it is?
Don't be naive America, pastors
have used the same word in
private conversation.
Carter was totally objective and
open.about his dilemma regarding
lustful ·fooks, and let's .not kid
ourselves brothers, we au· know

•

·•

•

•

Bernie Jensen:

TV adidates

c

My drink foll in rnY lap with a offices discovered the little tube a
soggy splash as I watched the long time ago. And while they also ~
familiar openly-honest face go have discovered the use of celebrithrough its routine on the little ties, that use seemed limited to
John Wayr.e, Pat Boone and
screen.
. _
_
There she was, telling the Sammy Davis, Jr.
newly-married woman about her
But television advertising actors
"mountain grown" candidate. . (I wanted to say hucksters) hc:ve a
"That's the best kind," she said, lot of empathy with their audienand no one could doubt her ces.
sincerity.
Imagine, if you will, ,the voice of
The candidates for various
the man (it's always a man with
the answers, at least on TV) who
pushes the well-known preparation for the. relief of hemorroidal
symptons telling you his candidate
. will bring relief for your symtoms ,
of high taxes.
-

Presidents are human
The American press came down
hard on Jimmy Carter's interview
with Playboy magazine. I think
they jumped on hiin too soon.
We have all referred to sexual
intercourse by some slang term at
one time or another in our lives,
and everybody has fantasized. We
plea for honesty and specifics from
Carter and he gave them to
us--flush in our hush-hush faces.
Jimmy Carter's Playboy interview has left some Americans with
their jaw hanging open.

are not going to vote.
In short, such people are just
plain lazy--and ignorant.
Contrary to what these people
say, it does make a difference
"who gets in;" "They" are not all
the same, nor are "they all
crooks." And issues like Initative
325 will have a direct impact on
your life; they do not just affect
everyone else.
If voter apathy was a viral
disease like swine flu, we could
treat it as such, develop a vaccine
and innoculate the masses to
prevent its spread. But apathy is
not a physical disease; it is a
mental one. Since we cannot give
these unfortunate people shots for
their affliction, we give them
verbal prods. That sometimes
works.
Consider yourselves prodded.

exactly where he's coming from.
Let's take the log out of our own
eye before . we start gagging on
Carter's splinter.
Carter didn't worry about rapping honestly with a reporter from
a magazine that doesn't exactly
enhance the image of a potential
Presiden.t . He spoke his mind and
heart to Playboy and didn't wince.
He couldn't have been more honest.
Carter has his faults, but have
we ever had a President who talks
in honest terms about this aspect
of his life? "His sex life is private
and of no interest to you!!!" Is that
America's song? The Kennedy sex
scandals sell like wild-fire and Liz
Ray is a household word.
We cry so fervently that we
want to really understand Carter,
and he had the guts to produce.
Carter heard the demand and is
making the effort to show us his
personality. He is trying and
expending that vital effort. We
must decide on him.
1\merica is curious and Carter
laid his beliefs and feelings right
on the line, for all to read, snicker
at and then pause for a moment to
think.
Before condemning Carter, let's
· examine our own actions concerning language and.. sexual drives.
Christians, easy-blushers who
fear a "President who hath lust· ed," and especially the "righteous
newsman" should double-check
their individual actions.. Christ
said no man is righteous. I assume
he : included the President of the
Unit_~d States~

It's really too bad cigarette ads
are no longer on TV. Can't you
imagfoe Jimmy Carter as the
Marlboro man?
And then there's the ever-lovable President Ford after his
latest graceful exit from an air- •
plane. Bring on "Speedy" and his
headache remedy. Maybe it'll also
, take care of the Eastern European
heartburn at the same time.
..
And the animnl food commercials. I can just see some finicky
eater refusing a mouthful of un- •
employment pap, preferring
instead the nourishing programs
offered by his candidate. Or the
cat who won't "chow, chow, chow" t
until the other candidate is elected
Well, I wasn't totally accurate.
Men aren't t11e only ones w~ the'
answers in TV ads. A woman in
voice-over still solves the monthly
problem of another woman. But
change the answer to "What does '
she know that I don't know?" to
Jimmie Carter, for just a moment.
If the voice can solve one kind of
problem, why can't it also lead to • .
the solution of another problem?
I think I can safely predict no
candidate will enter the feen
market. For one thing, the actors
in the "few less zits or a few less
bucks" commercials appeal to an
audience that can't vote yet.
Besides, the candidates themselves can't decide whether they
want to be associated with a few
less bucks for a . policy.
But what about the ads for the
candidates make for themselves?
Who cares how many times Jerry
Ford bumped his head while . he
was chewing gum or how many
pounds of peanuts Jimmie Carter
shelled beforj going into the Naval
Academy?
.
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How do you plan to vote
in the Presidential election?
/

I don't really like either of the candidates and I
think alot of people feel the same way. I don't know,
I really haven't decided who I'm voting for.
Melissa Rooth, Senior, Recreation
I personally think both men are really weak and I ~
can't find anything in either that satisfies what this ·
country needs. They are both bags of wind.
Kathy Zodrow, Senior, Speech and Drama

I am really undecided right now. I feel Carter is
really ambiguous and I'm leary of Ford because he
was appointed by Nixon and he pardoned Nixon. I
just wonder how much he had to do with the whole
thing.
. Ann Richardson, Senior, Business Education

I probably ~on't know until Nov. 3--after I vote.
Both candidates aren't that appealing but they are
being built up by the debates and commercials. it
would be interesting to see neither win. I'll probably
vote for McCarthy.
Gary Monroe, Junior, Geolog-y

.I thought I knew at one time who I was going for,
but after hearing the debates I don't know.
Liz Schornack, Senior, Home Economics

I thought I'd vote straight OWL. I thought I'd
write in Mickey mouse for President. He seems to be
the most logical choice.
Larry Gallipo, Graduate, Psychology,
Sociology and Anthropology

For Jimmy Carter. I've lived through Republican
administrations and the workers end up at the
bottom of priorities. It becomes an employer's
market rather than an employee's market. I'm ready
for something different.
Barb Nylander, Graduate, Health Education

I really think it's a choice of two evils again.
I'll keep reading and following the news. I won't
know until I vote.
Kathy Woodman, Junior, Special Education

j'!~);nt'::=t;t?S.O.Hawkes &

Doorstep
religion
To the editor:
Why do we hear so much
acclamation towards religion, with
'little contrast? I for one find it
disturbing when these smiling
faced dealers come to my door
peddling their dope. Lets get high
on religion. Yeh, it feels good to
drop a little Christ, or get smoked
up on God when you can't face
reality. Gets pretty addicting.
Everytime a situation arises
that you can't handle, you get
religioned out and feel fine, until
the next time. Eventually your
mind gets so wasted that your
ability to perceive reality is
obstructed to the point of a natural
high.
w·ell, we all have our little ways
of escaping reality, don't we?
But when it gets to the point,
you're walking around pounding
on strangers doors, so you can tell
them how high you are, I think it's
time for a little treatment.
Obviously I'm making my point
in an extreme and opinionated
manner, but the point' is that most
of us don't get off on these
doorstep confrontations. They are
easy enough to abandon, but the
fact remains, they are unnecessary
and relatively uncomfortable disturbances. And to what end?

Most of us know enough of
religion to accept or reject it.
There are many who won't reject
it, but have no desire to accept it
either.
O.K., you've got your down and
outers who need 'to be. saved,
right? But isn't it only fair, to
them, that they make their decision when they're capable of
rational consideration? When a
decision, free of any prejudicial
influence, is made, we know where
to find you.
I'll admit that with my attitude
towards · religion, I have not persued an accurate definition of it's
design. But I know what annoys
people, and this is to remind you, it
does.
H.T. Michaels

Christmas
pen pals
To the Editor:
Another Christmas season i~
rapidly approaching--the time of
year we most enjoy being with

family and friends. However, for
many thousands of our fellow
Americans this will be a very
lonely Christmas; they cannot be
with their families because they
are stationed overseas with the
United States Armed Forces. For
a large number of these young
men and women this will be the
first Christmas away from home.
Your readers can help make this
holiday season a little less lonely
for many of these young people by
joining in the collection of Christmas mail sponsored by Military
Overseas Mail. This is an ideal
project for school classes, clubs,
scouts and other groups or organizations as well as individuals and
families. For more information,
please send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to MOM, Box
4428, Arlington, VA 22204. Thank
you.
Lee Spencer
C9ordinator
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Forty-six percent of the full
time students -at Central last year
lived in campus residential hall
facilities.
Many of them were required to
do so because of the Washington
Administrative Code [WAC] 106156-010, which states: "All full
time single freshman and sopho-

~:~;~

;::::
;:;:;
;~;~;

:;:;:
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retains
student
housing
code

Other exceptions are those students who have completed six
quarters as a full time student and ·
students who have unique situations which must be presented for
the approval of a committee established by the auxiliary services
director. .
'
"This committee is made up of

of the rule for on_~campus _hvmg,:;:;
said; "More and more of these~:; ·
studies are telling us that this is a~;~;~;
g-ood thing. One such study, done:;:;:;
by a person well-respected in this~~~~~l
type of research, showed that the:::;:;
percentage of graduates with a:;:;:;
few years of on-campus living is;:~;~:
much higher than for the other :;:;:

"However, the student later received a medical exception from
the rule," Hill said.
There was recently a suit filed
against Washington State University concerning their on-campus
residence policy requesting their
Board of Regents to change the
policy. WSU refused to do so. :

administrators and a representa-

Hill

~id that Central's housing

students."

auxiliary services for Central, said
that the college is one of only two
public, four-year colleges in Washington that- has such a rule.
Washington State University is
the .other, obliging its freshman
students under 21 to live in its
ca~pu~ residence hall fa~ilities.
This rule goes back qmte a longtime at Central," Hill said. "We
have always been a residential
school because it has been felt that
this type of atmosphere is good for
the learning process."
He noted that recent studies to
determine the efficiency of this
type of rule have show that
students living on campus in their
first few years of college are more
likely to graduate than those living
off campus.
· Housing facilities at Central are
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apartments for any type of student."
"Of the 5,695 students at Central with seven or more credit
hours last year, there were 2,659
students living in the three types
of student housing available," Hill
said.
"We had 380 marriedstudents in the residence halls."
Hill said the figures are very
close to that so . far this year.
"Courson, Muzall and Munson
Halls don't count in the figures
because they are used for the
conference and workshop programs."
authority -to make its own rules
with regard to the housing of its
students. "We have some autonomy in this area and, as rve said,
we think it's to the student's
advantage to live on campus
through the sophOmore year."Eastern Washington State College doesn't have this type of rule
"but they are more a coqi_t]Jlt!rr'
(from Spokane) school than we are
at Central."
Exceptions to the on-campus
living requirements are: students
living with parents or relatives;
students with medical reasons;
students whose housing is part of
their off-campus employment compensation; and students who will
reach the age of 21 within 30 days
after the quarter starts.

We're Looking Fo~
A Few Good Vets !
CWSC Veteran, could you use extra bucks to help out with books,
rent, auto, ect? $1100 to 1400 extra? TRY ONE with Ellensburg's 3rd
Platoon, your local Washington Army National Guard.

I

:•

r

Here's how TRY ONE works. You enlist with Det 1, Co A 1st Bn
161st Inf (M), for ONE weekend a month and two weeks next
summer, for ONE year. You enlist with the grade you held at the
time of your release from active duty, regardless of branch of
service ...... Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines!
At the end of your ONE year with the 3rd Platoon, you can go for
ONE more or you may decide not to reenlist.
TRY ONE makes sense ..... for you..... and for us. TRY ONE is a
good ..... PART-TIME job. $1IOO to $1400 extra bucks for 39 days of
service to your community and the State of Washington. $1100 to
$1400 extra on top of your GI Bill! GOOD PAY PLUS OTHER
BENNIES!
For more details contact Citizen Soldier Lt Carl E. Lawyer in the
SUB on most Thursdays, or stop by the Ellensburg Armory. You
BELONG in the Guard, a good part-time job.
uPP<)R'fUNITIES FOR NON-VET TOO!
Wi>-~.tchee

Armory ..... Ellensburg Armory
662-8005

925-2933

·=~
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IGUARD

The.' Gut:rd belongs.
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tive of the students at Central," system is financed by the sale of
said Hill, "and its purpose is to bonds "which are paid for by rents,
hear and make a , ruling on the the income from rents, room and
student's request for exemption board and the student use fees."
from the on-campus residence
"The last bond will be paid off in
requirement."
2007 and the college's ability to
The committee's decision may ' pay for the bonds depends on the
be appealed through other com- revenue it receives from those
mittees until it reaches the Board sources and also from the income
of Trustees. Students wishing to of the conferences and workbe exempted must fill out a form · shops," Hill noted. "The more
available in Hill's office.
conferences and workshops we are
Three years ago, a student able to schedule, the smaller the
.requested such an exemption from rent increases will be."•
the residence rule and when the
Hill said that "the college has
student was turned down, the quiet a few conferences and workstudent presented the case to shops" and that some of the
Superior Court. The court re- income derived from them has to
ferred the matter back to the be use-d to pay tor them.
Board of Trustees which reafReferring again to the recent
firmed the original decision. studies discussing the importance

'

Hill said that he could not be;:;:;:·
sure if students would choose to::::;:
live on campus in their first few :~:~:~
years at Central if there were no :;:;:;
such rule.
;::::
For official business, Central:;:;::
reserves the rixht to enter any:~;~:
room ·"when there are problems :::::
with the heating or plumbing or ~=~
something else." Hill said there:::::
are -no curfews for on-campus:::::
residents and "if we have reason tt1 ~~
suspect that anything illegal may:~:~~
be found in any of the rooms, we ::::~ •
go through the legal process. ~:::3
We'd probably contact the campus
police.
~~~
"It would be impossible to make ~~!~
an appointment with everyone ~
when we have to do work in any of:~:~~
the rooms," he concluded.
;~!~

m
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Ch.ild care s.erv1ces
discussed
At the Board of Control meeting
on Thursday, Oct. 21, one of the
topics discussed was the available
child care services.
Melissa Meyers, board member,
said that there is a ·babysitter
referral service in Barge. They
will take a student's name and
number and make it available
whl)n a parent calls about a
·
babysitter.
Also discussed was the development of a ~ooperative child care
group. This involves a reciprocal

ellensburg warehouse
402 south main

Jackets
Dacron Fiberfill II
Value · $4·0
special price · $29

relationship between parent . students. The parents would take
care of each other's children when
they are at the library. About sfx
students are needed for the program.
Another service that is being
planned is the "Kids Night Out"
program. Mike McLeod said that
what they want to do is have one
night a week when the kids can all
get together.The children would
meet on Friday nights from 5-10
pm. McLeod said, "The charge will
be about one dollar per child. We

are planning on having arts and
crafts programs, films and other <
special events."
The possibility of Central getting university status was also
discussed. Stu McMullen said that
the chances are "real good" for
Central to obtain this status. He
also said that the legislature is
now in favor of the idea. "But we '
have to get the student body's
O.K. on the idea." McMullen said.
Board of Control meetings are .
held every other Thursday at 3 pm in SUB 209.

Five internships
available for winter

The State Senate and the State
House of Representatives are
making available five internships
to Central students for winter
. quarter, 1977. To be eligible a
402 S. Main
student must be an enrolled junior
or senior who has attended Cen962-9442
tral for one academic year.
,._____________..._ _ _ _..__ _..._ _ _.__ _. .

The internships, which .carry a
small stipend, have been awarded ,.
to students majoring in Economics, English, Biology, Ethnic Studies and Business Administration,
as well as Political Science.
Individual studies can usually be
arranged with individual departments or with Robert Yee, profes-

sor of political scie'nce and faculty
coordinator of the program.
Applications are available in the
political science department,
Psych 414. The applications are i
due Nov. 12. They will then be
reviewed before being forwarded
to Olympia where selections are
made.
Many private and public schools
participate in the program which
gives students the opportunity to
0
r
0
u
n
0
m
m
work with an individual represen- \
._.____________________________. ,tative or senator.

the YOU.NG .DEMOCRATS of CWSC
ENDORSE:

JIMMY CARTER

for President

LINDA CLIFTON

for l 3th District
Rep.resentative

CARL OOKA
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The weather lately must be the lu II before the storm. But
whatever it is I like it! Usually when on campus everybody
is in a hurry to get somepla~e and only rarely do we stop
and look around. The leaves are changing and falling,
the flowers are verily hanging on, and the chestnuts are
almost gone. Halloween is just ar_ound the corner and we
can see snow up on the far hills. It would be really'fine if
this serene

weather would last, but bare trees,
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Jane Sn1.:der:

Archy &
Mehitabel review
Well, Boss, I was just an ingratiating little cockroach, writing like
e.e. cummings when he was precious, a spot on the comic page you
could read or not, when they
decided to make a musical comedy
of me. They, being Mel Brooks and
Joe Darioun, who did the talking
and writing and George Kleinsinger and Joe Darion who did the
music writing.
Lana Jo Sharpe directed last
weeks' production and you
couldn't ask for better. She did the
choreography and make-up design.
It was the best ever. John DeMerchant took care of the music and
did a real good job as you, Boss,
talking, so you could hear him.
Now the - guy who played me
(Dave Strand), you can't blame
him, he didn't have much to work
with, but I noticed the folks in the
audience got a little restive when
he was alone on stage talking or
singing for very long. They
shouldn't have made him say all
that baby talk philosophy; it was
just too cute.
But luckily this cat that he was
_always trying,to save, (though he

was too duinb to know from what),
Ann Richardson, sings about the
way you'd expect a cat to sing if
one could, but it was still fun
listening to her. Her kitty friends,
(Sara Ames, Barbara Bailey, Heidi
Drucker, Andrea Maki) were better in some spots than others.
Gordon Gray and Clayton
Doherty were good as Mehitabel's
seducers (she didn't offer much
resistance), and, you could tell, a
lot more fun to hang out with than
Archie, who so far as I could tell
was just dull with no redeeming
characteristics.
Now I'm not defensive, I'm not
that type at all,but I'd have to
admit that the story was pretty
thin in the first place. Historical
veracity don't seem reason 'nuf for
keeping it that way, does it Boss?
Or even keeping it around.
The set (designed by E. Dee
Torrey) was good and there were
some fine solos by Elaine Goodey
and Beverly J. Shotts. All told, it
wasn't a bad way to spend a dollar,
but I tell you, Boss, it's still an
awfully silly story.

An epic drama of
advent11re and exploration!

MGM PRESENTS A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

-2001:
_a space oC:lyssey
STARRING KEIR DULLEA. GARY LOCKWOOD
SCREENPLAY BY STANLEY KUBRICK ANO ARTHUR c. CLARKE
PffOOUCEO ANO DIRECTED BY STANLEY KUBRICK
SUPER PANAVISION .ANo METROCOLOR

.MGM

~

~

TONIGHT

SUB Theatre

showings at 3, 7.& 9 p.m.
Admission $1 .00
coming
November 18

ARE THE CHILDREN LYING? In an emotional
. scene from the Crucible John Proctor accuses

Abigail of lying. The play starts N;~: 4 and runs the
following two days.
(Photo by Mary Wallace)

Music Dorm Redefined
The Music Dorm was established in 1973 in an effort to test the
idea that a productive living
environment can result from a
group sharing common interests.
As the name implies, it was
designed for music majors so they
could "make their own kind of
music" among themselves. Though
some students felt _ it was a
success, the dorm soon acquired
the reputation of being one of the
loudest on campus.
Bruce Martin, a third-year
Music Ed. major, said, "I liked the
idea of a special interest place
where people with interests similar to my own could play around
with ideas and try to learn
informally from each other about
music.
"I came toCentral because the
music program was highly recommended. I moved into the Music
Dorm to meet and talk with others
who are involved with the department." he said.
-This year things have changed
somewhat. Of the 130 residents of
the Music Dorm, over 80 percent
are freshmen. Furthermore, most
were the "run,off' people who
were not lucky enough to be

assigned to the dorm they had
chosen. As manager Carma McKay said, "Most of the people here
didn't ask to be here and when
they moved in they were quite
bitter. It was a real job to convince
them that something good could
come of this.
"Common interests are what
' brought things around," she said.
"We've established quiet hours
¥.d set up a mo4ern jazz dance
class on Tuesday and Thursday
nights and it's had · a pretty good
turnout. It was a matter of flnding

out what people ~re interested in
and trying to find a direction for
expressing and developing those
interests."
Things have settled down since
the beginning of the quarter. One
of the first weeks landed over $125
in damages to the hall,but lately
there have been virtually none.
According to McKay, "The objective for the rest of the year is
mellowness. The staff is more
people-oriented and we are striving to satisfy these people's needs
as best we can."

Robin Mates:

KCWS Music Menu

While Mitch Mitchell has vanished
into obscurity, the other half of the
"Jimi Hendrix Experience" seems
to be going places.
With the release of his second
album Blowin', Noel Redding has
proved that he is a competent
mu~ician in his own right, not

needing or relying on the shadow
of Jimi Hendrix to survive.
With the assistance of ex"Thin
Lizzy" guitarist Eric Bell, Redding
is once again involved in a good
rollicking rock-n-roll band.
Redding'.s debut album Clonakilty Cowboys was musically
sound but vocally weak, they
needed a lead singer. That problem seems to have been resolved
in Blowin' by the addition of Andy
Kealey as lead singer.
As always Redding knocks himself out with some really outstanding bass playing as well as some
good guitar work.
Side A opens with a rocker,
Back on the Road Again. The
lyrics are complemented by Bells
sweet lead. Yes It's Alright contains some good background horns
and a really nice lead guitar
- exchange between BeU and Redding. Bell's playing is impressive
throughout the album, he is incredibly clean with ~very note
crystal clear.
The LP's only mellow cut, You
Make Me Feel So good features
Redding on acoustic guitar. The
tune is sort of spacy and almost
hypnotic at times.
Take It Easy should receive
good airplay, the lyrics are really
good, the song's theme evolves
around a young inexperienced girl
that needs to slow down. Hold On ·
is the album's standout number.
Eric Bell outdoes himself. He plays
a lead that can only be summed up
as a scorcher. Old Thin µzzy fans
will be absolutely delighted by
Bell's expertise.
The new Noel Redding Band
ah..11.1111 Blowin' will be aired in its
entirety tonight at 8 pm on the
Kc·m<:;: N~w: A.!~!.!~ P!'~·:ieu.r
show, another fine feature bra·,_~- - +
to you oy FM-91. Tune in and you
can be vour own iudi::-?.
1

Shamp<?o
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Bishop rocks at Central
By BOB WHEATLEY

ELVIN BISHOP was struttin' his stuff at Nicholson Pavilion Sunday
night.
(Photo by Mary Wallace)

Sunday morning was rather cold
and it looked as if it might rain.
Inside Nicholson Pavilion it was
warm and looked · like something
good was ahead. A forty foot
semi trailer pulled up to the stage
door around noon and out came
boxes, crates and lockers all
bearing the name Elvin Bishop.
Last night's concert was one of
the best in a long time. A medium
sized crowd of 1,600 turned out to
see Elvin struttin' his stuff in
Ellensburg. Bishop, with rock and
roll to reggae, turned the crowd
from mellowness to excitement.
His full hour set was exciting,
and from backstage the band
appeared to be enjoying themselves. It was a party, particularly
for those closest to the stage.
Although Nicholson Pavilion can

George Benson due soon
. By BILL KOSSEN

1

"The people who stayed to hear
Goerge Benson were knocked out
by his musically impeccable guitar
style and the tasteful, musical funk
of his group." So said Down Beat
magazine in a recent article on one
of today's premier jazz guitarist,
.George Benson.
There could be a lot of "knocked
out" people in Ellensburg Monday
night on Nov. 4, when George is
scheduled to play at Nicholson
Pavilion. The show begins at 8 pm.

Benson's national tour is well
timed. An album released earlier
this year, Breezin' turned gold
(surpassing $1 million in sales) in
early June, and was the number
one jazz albuin in the country for
several weeks. Breezin' also cracked the top ten on the pop and soul
charts this summer.
George is no overnight sensation though, his career dating back
to 1954. As an 11-year-old rhythm
and blues vocalist, he cut four
sides for an obscure Pittsburgh

Mixed-media show
· featured at gallery
By BECKI HOLLAND
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Chris Sublet's mixed-up media
sculpture show, "Close-But No
Cigar" is aptly titled.
It has
enjoyed a two-week run at Central's fine arts gallery and tomorrow is the last day.
· Small, finely hand-crafted wood
and mixed-media objects are accompanied by a few of his drawings.
The strongest works are pieces
inspired by his punning on the
theme of cigars and their place
traditionally held in society.
If Sublet's irreverant style were
to be categorized, it might be a
combination of folk/funk/comic/
trom~ art influenced by dada and
Tom Wesselman, progenitor of
funk sculpture.
Among Sublet's most powerf1,1l
work is his "One Dozen Accidents,
Cul-de-sac", a portrait of a cigarette left by some phantom.
Most of Sublet's work is highly
esoteric. He draws . inspiration
from the verbal lore of folk art and
the sculpture is then further
refined with contemporary humor
only art circles may understand.
(Pop sociologists and Freudians
would understand them, but not
enjoy them.)
"Appollinaire's Pallet" exemplifies this paradox. Every modern
artist owes homage to Appollinaire, that great Surreal poet, and
Sublet is no exception, except his
"Pallet" includes Duchamp's
famous iron bed and a wooden
cigar per c~ __ j and ready for the
next passerby's inspjre-?tio:n .
Other more admirable puns
include "Facist Assemblage", a

record company, "Label X." Bv
1962 he had one of the Pittsburgh's
best rock and roll bands.
\Vhen George Benson heard
some recordings of the late, great
jazz saxophonist, Charlie Parker,
jazz became his obsession ..
. George developed a reputation
as being one of the best guitarists
around. The critics- knew it. The
other musicians knew it. George
even knew it. That's why he made
his move to a more commercially
accessible style. Now everyone
. else knows how good he is.
Fame and fortune -have eluded
Benson up to this year and the
release of his widely appealing
Breezin' , album. While more pop
oriented then his previous recordIt is a, retur-n to his roots (1-S a
pop performer, way back when.
~~-With Benson•~;-wfde - ranging

· swastika on wheels, and "Homage
to Chas. Ives/String Base", a.
musical ball of string.
For a variety of reasons, Sublet's work should not be missed.
They are present states of absurdity we may never see again.
Sublet teaches at Eastern Washington State College in Cheney.

skills, experience and appeal, it
will be more than just a great jazz
concert. This windy city is fortunate to have "Bad Benson" breezin' through.
John Klemmer, the fine saxophonist whose album Touch was a
big hit about this time last year, is
scheduled to open the show.

be blamed for alot of problems,
just about every seat in the house
is a good one. It is an intimate
atmosphere where you can s~e the
performer's expressions. Occasionally Bishop would do a little dance
on stage, perfectly befitting the
cowboy hat on his shaggy-haired
head.
The lighting was unusally good.
The back of the stage was covered
by a 25-foot black velvet curtain.
On top was a truss covering the
width of the stage. The truss was
loaded with lights. There were
_backlights behind the drummer
and two lighting "trees" at the
front of the stage. All of it came
together to provide the right
atmosphere at the concert. ·
During the afternoon the production crew worked against the
clock to complete the stage by 5
pm. Just before 5 pm a cowboy hat
appeared at the stage door; there
was Elvin in jeans with his
shirttail hanging out.
After his sound check, he left to
eat dinner at the Holiday Inn. Back
in the dressing- room just before
Elvin went on, he broke off a
"chaw" of tobacco and sat down to
enjoy the smokeless variety, completing his hometown image both
on and off the stage.
Trooper's performance was
good although typical ofthe stand. ard rock and roll formula. Trooper
proved best at being a warm up
act. Their music was well done
even with the addition of a new
bass player four days ago. They
got the crowd going and that was
what they were there for. Most
often the supporting act will leave
after a performance but the band
came back after changing and
watched Elvin back stage.

A final count on box office
receipts is not in yet. ASC Productions hopes to break even on this
event.
\Vhat was nice about the show
was its timing. It started promptly
at 8 pm and the stage change after
Trooper's act was short. The only
thing wrong was that . alot of
people missed a good concert. Half
of the seats sold were to persons
from Wenatchee and Yakima. The
event was for Central students
although many chose not to go.
After the load out and all the
equipment was gone the Pavilion
looked remarkably clean. "Clean"
after a major concert requires
definition: most concerts leave
mountains of trash; this one left
hills.
ASC Productions is happy with
the event, not only in terms of
Bishop's performance, but also in
t.erms of their new organization.
They have attempted to organize a
complete production crew, with
hired personnel to handle security,
stage crew, stage set-up and clean
up. From all appearances the crew
was successful in their first venture.
In the past the Physical Plant
has handled all stage set-up and
deaning. The students were given
the opportunity to handle their
own production with assistance
lrom the Physical Plant.
Richard Dietz, BOC member
and head of the student set-up
crew, said he was more than
pleased with the cooperation and
. friendliness of Physical Plant
employees who - assisted. Dietz
said he looks forward to working
cooperatively with the Physical
Plant in the future.

LINDA CLIFTON
.CITIZEN

Linda Clifton has been a

r~sident of our District for ten years. The

support of her family and a property-owner and

TAXPAYER

here, Linda knows the

senior citizens, working people, students,
ranchers, business people, housewives and
farmers who make this District· home. As your

REPRESENTATIVE

Linda
will work to enhance and protect ou·r way of life.

Need extra bucks to help out with 1chool. rent. book• .
auto. etc.?

!!!...2fil

year with your Wa1h1n9ton l«my

.,.ational Guard.

snoo to

for
5 1400

A YEAR!

District 13

Hero' s how it woric,, You e~list in the Wa,hington Army
National Guard for one year . You enlist in •he grade

you held al the time al your release from aclive duly
regardleu of branch of ierY1<e .

. Army . A i r force

Representative
Democrat

Navy, Morine~. etc. At the end of y~ur one · yeor en ·

listment you can extend for

onotht:r y.:or

Or: you can decide· not to re.enh't

or for longer

~ moket

•ense- . . . far you and for u" TRY ONl " a good part -

;ime job. From $1,100 to Sl .400 for o"" w.,.,k.,,,d a
a

month and a

two·week comp .

Th1rty -e1ght

total time, and that $1,100 to $1 ,400 ~atro unh

doyt
on

•op

of your G.I. BilL GOOO PAYI Plu• qt'1e• oenn•••'

"A Good Part-Time Job! ..

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACTS Co. A
1st Bn 161st Inf M El/le
Ellensburg Phone
925-2933 or 925-1827
En lis:tm ent Counselor
IT

I

LI•

' ... ,.._,...
I..
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'-UI I

rnntional

auuard

An equal opportunityoutm.

..:!:%··:.

Pd for by U>mmittee to Elect Linda Oiftm ;
Morris Larson, Martha hd~~~le - Chairpersons.
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A~S.C.

Productions
and
Friedman & Johnston
present

With Very Special Guest

Thursday, November 4th, 8:00 pm
Nicho·I son Pavilion
Central Washington State College
$5.50student · $6.50public

Tickets Available At:
SCJB Information Booth on campus; Stereo Craft in
Ellensburg; Belmon-t Music in Wenatchee; and at the
Y. V.C. A.S.B. Office, Stereo Craft, and
Stereo Bird in Yakima.
For lnformatlo•1:

(509) 963-1691
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Job market up for tech graduates
By CLINT ROBBINS

Three years ago the department's structure was again
As more students become inter- changed. "We decided, after the
ested in its courses and job addition to the fac9lty of four new
prospects remain favorable for its professors, that the program was
graduates, .Central's Technology too broad," Dudley said. "And so
and Industrial Education Depart- we called for the development of
ment is doing a booming business. different majors to enable the
Stanley Dudley, department program to be a little. more
member, said that both state and specific."
national businesses have been
There is an industrial techpaying increased attention to the nology block for all of the seven
graduates of Central's industrial majors available arid Dudley said
technology program.
that the newer majors even in"The job ma.r ket is terrific for elude blocks in business adminisour guys,'' he said, "and the people tration. "A broad background is
we've graduated are really enjoy- very important," he said.
ing their work."
Among the majors offered by
Until eleven years ago the the department is the Building
department had been geared to Construction Management proprepare people to work in junior gram. "Very few people know how
and senipr high schools as shop a large building gets together and
instructors. "In 1965 we realized so we thought it would be good
that many of our graduates were to offer a major such as this," he
going into industrial technology said. "A person with this type of
and not teaching.
occupation must control every"We decided that it would be
thing going on." ·
wiser to cater the program
Dudley said the job market for a
towards industry rather than edu- person with education in the
cation," he said, "but we ·still offer management field includes four
teaching degrees."
types of inspectors: apprentice,
Dudley said that the plan had associate, full inspector and senior
been to broaden the scope of the: inspector. "There are other jobs
program so that students could available to a person with this type
receive training in many fields. of background, also."
"In many fields today, it seems
Other majors offered include
good to have an expertise in manufacturing technology, supersomething," he noted. "However, vision, teacher preparation and
this is not so for the fields in occupational safety and health and
industrial technol~gy. ·
technology.
"Industry likes the guy who is a
· For each of the majors offered,
jack-of-all-trades because ·his Central's industrial technology
broad experience will prepare him department maintains a lay adfor more diversified work.
A visory board. "We feel this is
person wanting to get into indus- necessary so that the prospective
trial technology should haye a employers can keep abreast of
background in all of its areas:" _ _what we offer and perhaps make

Leisure Services
expands program

suggestions so that our guys will
have even better chances of finding employment after graduation,"
he said.
Referring again to the many j~b
opportunities for the department's
gra~uat_~s, D_~l~y said, "Several

BUT WILL IT FLOAT? Robert M. En'Vick, assistant
professor of Technical and Industrial Education is
companies have contacted us asking for people to interview but we
have had to turn some down
because some of the majors have
not been put into operation yet."
One field Dudley listed as important is power and how to use it.
"Industry needs people who know
the best source of power for a
certain job and how to hook the
power source to the job to be
done," he said. "This field holds
huge opportunities for people with
experience."
However, Dudley said that a

Eighteen years ago Dr.Helen see more / emphasis placed on
McCabe began teaching two recre- business and related - studies for
ational classes at Central. Because the Leisure Services major, enablof a serious illness, McCabe is no ing him or her to more adequately
longer teaching, but the ~ecreation administer leisure services proprogram she .was so instrumental grams."
. Due to the ever ' increasing
in developing is thriving.
Jennie McFarland, a post~grad interdependence of our society,
uate of Central, who holds an people are finding more and more
interdepartmental MA, explained time and money to enjoy ·their
that she is filling McCabe's posi- · leisure time. "It is the goal of the
tion until a "permanent director of professionals in the leisure serthe Leisure Services Program can vices field to offer assistance
.,be selected by a research commit- whenever and wherever possible·,
tee." McFarland also stated that enabl~ng people to have a fulfilling
Workshop topics to be aired
the Leisure Services program at and enjoyable experience when include archaeology, adaptive use
Central is considered one of the involved in leisure-oriented pur- of historic structures, authentic
best program in the state and the suits," McFarland said.
restoration, maritime preservanation "due primarily to the ceaseless effort and determination of
Dr. McCabe."
The Leisure Services program is
now funded for two full-time
instructors with PhD's and two
half-time graduate assistants. Also
teaching related courses in Leisure Services are several other
__
pJlone 962-916J>.
instructors from other departon Wilson Creek Rd. 2 miles north of Old Van e Highway
ments 3.t Central.

Another important facet of the
department is its participation in
the Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America (VICA), to which Central
received a membership last year.
"We are the. ~ast collegiate chapter west of the continental divide
and the fifth in the nation~"
Besides its important membership in VICA, Central's Technology and Industrial Education
·department possesses "the best
equipped machine shop of any
four-year · college in the state,"
Dudley said.

g~oups

to

tion, local historical societies, pre- Nickel, director of the Kittitas
servation funding, local legislation County Historical Society which is
and preservation law and rural hosting the conference.
preservation.
.
Speakers at the meeting in
The Washington Trust for His- \addition to Senator Washington
toric Preservation is a private, :will include Dave Nicandri, internon-profit organization developed im president of the trust, Art
to promote preservation of historic Skolnik, state conservator and
sites and materials through coop- John Frisbee, western regiOnal
eration with private and public director of the National Trust for
agencies, according to Larrr Historic Preservation.
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PJ's
hair des,igners

OVER TON'S
TROPICAL FISH

'-4.,,

Patty. and Janell know
how to apply the right
am.ount and ,type of
IDake up fo·r you.
lns-truc·t ion on IDake up
application and a full
line of Redken :eroducts
is here at pj's hair

tropical fish
and aquariumsupplies

Central offers a BA in Leisure
Services from four major areas of
specific study ranging from working with the aged and helping the
physically and mentally disadvantaged - to the development and
administration of city and state
parks.
McFarland stated that "the
stereotype of the Leisure Service
professional as a ball-bouncing
camp l~ader is rapidly disappearing. Central offers a comprehen- .
sive prog-ram of instruction enabling its graduates to perform competently in all aspects of the
Leisure Services field."
The Leisure Services Program
at Central has been consistently
. updated in order to meet the needs
of a constantly changing society.
McFarland said she expects "to

showing students of his plastics class details of mold
(Photo ~Y Mary Wallace)
making and repai~ing.

dits. Our guys have more because
the work is so diverse and none of
our graduates currently empl<i.} ed
are worried about being replaced
-by a machine."
' Two reasons were cited as
important in the increasing popularity of Central's industrial technology department: "First .of all,
there is a need for people with
training in these fields. Secondly,
the courses are interesting to go
through and once the _program is
completed, the work is interesting," Dudley said.

Preservation
A three-day annual meeting of
the Washington Trust for Historic
Preservation, highlighted by a
series of workshops dealing with
preservation and restoration of
historic structures and sites, will
be held here beginning Nov.
12.
,Representatives of state and
national historic preservation
groups will take part in the
sessions as will State Sen. Nat
Washington, of Ephrata, sponsor
of state antiquities legislation.
All conference meetings will be
held on the Central campus here.

Industry, according to Dudley,
is interested in hiring more women
"but we currently have no women
majors in the program. A woman
would have an equally exciting job
as a man and the opportunity is
definitely there."

person interested in this type of
work "must be sharp. None of the
degrees we offer are for mediocre
people."
"The nation," he continued, "is
full of people who have graduated
with a minimum number of ere-
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Dear Stu;
I have completed my minor in business and have 75 percent .of my
math degree finished. Recently I applied for a student teaching
position in Yakima, but was refused be.c ause I have not taken math
360 or math 455.1. In reading ~he school catalog [1976], I have yet to
find anything that says that I must take these classes in order to do
my student teaching.. Is there anything that I can do so that I may do
my student teaching this winter?
·
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Ed Major.

A

T

Dear Ed Major;
You are right-the school catalog does not address itself to the exact
math classes required before student teaching. But then neither does
the math department. That is, the math department has "set
requirements" that one must complete before student teaching, but
they fail when it comes to getting this information out to their math
students. Your only hope would be to talk to Dr. Black (923-3426).
m~ office is located in Black Hall. He is in charge of student teachers
anc might be able to shed some light on your problem. As for the
. math departlllent, who knows, maybe someday they will follow the
example of other departments· and begin holding math "major"
met'tings.
,

Scholarships available
The Danforth Foundation, long
active in fellowships for graduate
education, recently declared its
intention to increase support for
the advanced education of able
minority persons interested in
preparing for careers in college
teaching.
After eight months of data
gathering and study by staff, the
Board of Trustees adopted the
following recommendations:
1) that the Danforth, Kent and
Graduate Fellowships for ~ Women
be reorganized into one program-the Danforth Graduate Fellowship
Program
2) that the Danforth Graduate
Fellowship Program offer approximately 100 fellowships for graduate education annually,-with 25 of
these awards designated for
American Indians, Blacks, Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans
3) that approximately 60-65 of
the 100 annual awards go to
persons applying as college seniors
and · that the remaining 35-40
awards go to postbaccalaureate
persons.
4) that preference be given
among the early entry applicants

Philosophy dept.

10) that the Foundation utilize
to persons under 30 years of age
and that preference be given unexpended -fellowship funds . fn
among the late entry applicants to any fiscal year for purposes - of'
persons 30 to 40 years of age.
identifying, recruiting and educating minority persons ... __ .
·
5) that the Danforth Fellowships
More than 50 persons, mainly
be given to persons committed to
careers in college and university from the minorities, participated
teaching, in subject-matter in consultations held at various
specializations likely to be taught locations around the nation. Also,
in undergraduate liberal arts cur- ·data was studied on the st~tu~. of
riculum and for pursuit of the PhD minorities in higher education and '
or other appropriate terminal de- there was a review of accomplishgree at an accredited university of ments of minority persons .in
the fellow's choke in the United Danforth-funded fellowship proStates.
grams.
The Foundation's commitment
6) that the fellowships before
one · year, with the possibility of to the needs and interests of
renewal for a total of four years, persons from racial and ethnic
the actual period of support to be minorities has been shown in the
worked out on an individual basis past through various grants and
7) that a fellowship include programs.
tuition and fees plus a stipend
Approximately 20 percent of the
8) that graduating seniors be resources expended through
nominated by campus liaison off- grants have in one way or another
icers and that post baccalaureate been directed to minorities. In the
persons make application directly - graduate fellowship programs adto the Foundation.
ministered by the Foundation, ten
9) that the criteria for selection percent of the awards in the last
feature, in addition to an appro- ten years have gone to persons
priate degree program and a from the minorities.
The Danforth Foundation, escommitment to teaching, be dedicated to a life of service informed tablished by the late Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Danforth in 1927, is a
by moral or ethical values.
national, educational, philanthropic org~nization, dedicated to
enhancing the humane dimensions
of life. Activities of the Foundation
emphasize the theme of improving
the quality of teaching and ,learning. The Foundation serves the
following areas: higher education
nationally through sponsorship of
· staff-administered programs, . preco 11 e gia te education nationally
through grant-making and program activities, and urban affairs
in St. Louis through grant-making
and program activities.

•
sponsors seminars
"Lives is a poetic, rhetorical,
mythical and not necessarily scienRemarks ranging · from being tific interpretation between hu"outraged by the book" to a "great man and animal organsims."
creative force in teaching" were
The author, Lewis Thomas,
heard at last week's philosophy
compares cell life under a microseminar about The Lives of a Cell, scope with that of mankind's order
Notes of~ Bfology Watcher. . ,
of the universe.
First in a series of colloEach chapter is devoted to a
quiums sponsored by the philo- particular essay such as "Social
sophy department, last Wednes- Talk."
·
day's panel discussed what has
Thelan said he had never heard
been lauded as one of the most of cells talking.
· influential books of the 1970's.
Quentin Fitzgerald, professor of
The audience attendence num- art, said the book dealt with the
bered about 100 in the SUB south
problem of commun_ication · prodining room.
·duced by man.
"Man has crippled the state of
human communication by his
Professors in biology present at
the panel, Thomas Thelan and
music, his computers and his
Edward - Klucking , charged the language. We now need communi- .
book wit~ b~i~g highly erroneous cation ~s the most urgent biological i11strument," referring to the
about scientific facts.
Thelan said, "The book should _ scientific disparities about Lives.
have been called the best fiction of
Klucking s-aid as a biologist, he
, the decade.
was closer to being a paleontolo"Since science is viewed as gist in the arts and humanities,
truth, I am disturbed at the loose and so could perhaps bridge the
affiliation (the book) has with disparity.
.
truth. ' Perhaps when writing for
He said, "Man can not stand
the general public, it is possible to alone with his earthly problems."
stretch the truth."
He said that man differs from
symbiotic (mutual} relatiotlship-He then compared Lives to as the author impJies--because man
popular science authors Rachel . is an interdependent organism.
Carson and Desmond Morris
whose works he claimed also
Thomas' book won the National
Book Award for non-fiction in
incorrect.
1974. He is president of Memorial
Earlier, Robert Geodecke, pro- Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in
fessor of philosophy, introduced New York, and is a member of the
· National Academy of S<'ienre.
the content of the book.
By BECKI HOLLAND
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Help! Is there a mechanic in your
house? 'Sl Chev P.U. needs
overhaul~ 968-3215; keep trying.

hrs- M-Th 11 am-8 pm
925-4779
F & S 10 am-9 pm
Ne~t to the Liqour Store

Reg $2.491 lb.

now $2.19/lb.

COSTUMES
REQUIRED

Jarlsberg

JOIN STEIN CLUB

Reg $2.69/lb.
now $2.49/lb.

Try one of our ·9f;eot sandwiches
,,.,,,.

0

TAV JACKET
11 oz~ STEIN
30~ SCHOONERS

.: - -

• DELI
-·.'
Smokey Sharp

l 0° fee 'includes
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·•. .-::.,::~··; .:;."! ·: :"/:~.

"·:1.,

We .accept

. . ·'.

::.::·~·.:>>~:

!·.<·:..-.:

M'a:Ster,. Charg~ -:"~··:<

i3ank Arn'e ricard 'F<idd :,S'tamps
..
:•

' .. • • ..

.

' .·

~. i

'

''·''

)

·-Imported beer
62 selection$ of cheeses
Kosher meats

•

.

.. ·'
I
---·---~-----------------------------------------------------·

American

]

Cancer Soci_e tyi
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Not iust ROTC

Aerospace boom
By DAVID PAYSON·

with the aircraft in its environment and business-type course,"Since 19.65, Central's Aerospace he said. "Many of our graduates in
Program has grown from a ·pro- this major have gone into airport
gram with only one part-time management positions."
instructor and a handful- of stuThe second field of study within
dents to a program with three
instructors and 75 to 80 academic the Aerospace Program is the
Flight Officer major. "This promajors enrolled at all times.
gram," Fisher said, "qualifies
Dr. Lee Fisher, assistant pro· graduates to be Second Officers on
fessor of aerospace studies, ex· commercial airlines. We have not
plained the reason for the pro- . had a great number of our gradugram's 'growth. "Over the last 10 ates hired into this field because of
years the junior colleges in this the needs of the industry. But
state and country have instituted a many of our graduates in this field
tremendous number of aviation do get into flying air-taxi airlines
programs," he said. "Because of and feeder airlines to gain the
this aviation-goes-to-college era, experience necessary to be hired
our program has sprung from' by the major airlines."
almost nothing to a full-blown and
Aerospace Science is the third
busy academic department."
major field of study within the
One popular misconception Aerospace Program. "This major
about the Aerospace Program has a touch of mathematics and
Fisher said he would like to clear physics in it," Fisher said. "Graduup is the idea that it is strictly an ates of this major are well qualifiAFROTC (Air Force Reserve Of- ed to be flight instructors, or to ·be
ficer Training Corp) program.
involved in some scientific capacity in general aviation."
"In fact," said Fisher, "the
military instructors, of whom I
Fisher said that the majority of
hold in high regard, teach the the students who enroll in the
classes for the Professional Of- Aerospace Program already have
ficers Course, and those classes their pilot ratings, but they lack
are taken by AFROTC students. the co_llege degree required by the
The civilian members of the de- . commercial airlines.
partment teach non-military
But he said it is not an absolute
courses that are regular college
necessity to hold a pilot license to
course. Even after 10 years here
be a aerospace major. "Many of
people still call me Colonel Fisher, our management majors don't
as if I was ·in the Air Force, and
have pilot licenses/' he said. ''The
ask me when I'm going to be way things are going now in this
transferred."
field, th·e re will always be a
The other two civilian instruct- demand for good people who have
ors in the program are Dr. Jerry a strong background in aerospace
Crum, who is the department management. There are many
chairman, and Dr. Dale Samuel- people who are excited, about
son, who is the flight engineer aviation-·but not kom the standpoint ,of DvinJt an aircraft."
instructor.
''This is not a pilot training
Fisher 'said the ~er_9space Procourse of study," Fisher said. "It is ..gram is also invo)ved with the
much more. We offer academic Civil Air Patrol (CAP). He said
courses to broaden the knowledge students and .instructors particiof the person who enjoys Dying or pate ~ften with the CAP in search
the person who enjoys working in and rescue missions around the
the aerospace field. The goal of our state.
program is to prepare people for
A program that Fisher has
positions of leadership in aero· personally enacted with in the
space sciences in the northwest Aerospace Department is a modeland the whole country."
"The
rocket licensing course.
There are three major fields of course qualifies people to meet the
study within 'the Aersospace Pro- requirements of the state law
gram. Fisher discussed each in which stipulates that people must
turn. "The Aerospace Manage- be licensed before they handle
ment major includes pilot-type small pyrotecnic model-rocket encourses academically concerned gines," he said.

BLOOD DRAWING TUESDAY --Sheila Lundin, left; and Cindy
Craig, right; are have their ears poked by nurses Susanne Fields and
Anna Clerf. The nurses are checking blood for hemoglobin levels.
(Photo by Mary Wallace)
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GRADE A MILK
2 % MILK
PAST ./HOMO. -MILK

1/2 Gal

64e

112 Gal
112 Gal

Winegar's •••YE••
Located Just 8 Blocks
I

West Of Nicholson PaviUon
Open Monday thru Saturday 1 p.m. · 7 p.m.

·419

w 15th

925-1821
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Offense excels

Wildcats upset S. Oregon
Central climbed up in the stand- they put all 27 points on the
ings of the Evergreen Conference scoreboard before halftime.
football race last weekend as the
Central took the opening kickoff
Wildcats upset Southern Oregon at its own 38-yard line and
College, 27-13 in Ashland, Oregon. -marched down the rest of the field
The win lifted Central's league in eight plays with quarterback
mark at 2-1 and overall record at Jon Martin capping the drive with
2-4. With three games remaining, a two-yard run. One of the big
the Wildcats are in second place plays of the drive was a 28-yard
behind Oregon College, who is 4-0 burst by running back, Jim
in league and 6-0 on the season.
Tremper.
Southern Oregon brought in the
The Wildcat's second score was
conference's top offense, but the set up by linebacker Rick Harris,
charged up Central club didn't let who intecepted a Bruce Myer pass
that bother them as the Wildcats at the Central 25 and returned it to
completely dominated play.
the SOC 37.
Southern Oregon had been averSix plays later running back
aging 430 yards per game, but John Ross plunged over from the
managed only 295 net yards one to give Central a two-touchagainst a stingy Central defense as down advantage.
the Wildcats capitalized on five
Harris, who recovered a fumble
fumble recoveries and six pass and intercepted two passes for the
interceptions.
day, picked off his second pass at
Central _didn't waste any time as the SOC 32-yard line and returned
it to the one, to set up Central's
third score. Two plays later, Ross
took it over.
Southern Oregon got on the
scoreboard early in the second
quarter moving 70 yards in eight
plays. Fullback Darrell Stevens
scored from the one, and with the
_help of the extra point, brought
Three Central women runners the home club within 11 points.
placed among the top ten finishers
Central again took advantage of
in a four-team cross country meet
another SOC miscue when Harris
on Saturday, although Central did jumped on a Mark Ada~s fumple
not have enough entrants to place on the Oregon 41-yardlme. Nme
among the team scoring in plays later, Martin carried the
Tacoma.
pigskin over from the two-yard
Rita Impola finished fifth in line.
21: I9 over the three-mile course,
Central's final scoring of the
with Amelia Redhorn eighth at game came on a 43-yard field goal
21:50 and Andrea Linn tenth at
21:59.
The race was won by PLU's Jill.
Martin, who timed a 19:58.8 to
lead PLU to the team title ahead of 1
UPS and WWSC.
Central travels to the UniverHoping to add two more wins to
sity of Washington Invitational in
their one . win-no loss season,
Seattle next Saturday.
Central's soccer team will be on
the field this weekend. Central's...
team meets the University of
Idaho o.n Oct. 30 and Washington
State University on Oct. 31. Both
games start at 1:30 pm on the
·northeast corner of Tomlinson ..
The soccer club is composed of
16 quick-footed players. Because
they have no connection with

Women
runners
finish

by freshman Mark Syria with
seven seconds left in the half.
Except for a third quarter
touchdown by SOC the game was
all over.
The win was highlighted by
Central's "!i~st offensive showing of
Evergreen Conference Football
Standings
Conference

Season

WLT

WLT

OCE

4 0 0

6 0 0

cwsc

2i 0

2 4 0

EWSC

2 1 1

'2 3 1

sosc

2 2 0

2 4 0

wwsc

1 20

3 3 0

EOSC

0 2 1

0 4 1

0 3 0

1 5 0

OTI

Saturday's Results--Central 27,
Southern Oregon 13; Eastern 21,
Western 20; Oregon College 42,
Oregon Tech 7.
the season, 373 yards on the
ground. Tremper contributed 136
yards on 25 carries while Ross
added 85 on 21 carries. Martin
gained 93 yards in 14 tries.
Central plays at Western this
weekend, then at Oregon Tech
before the final game on Nov. 13
against Oregon College; both are
home games.

Soccer home game

A LEADER, FOR A CHANGE
vote for

JIMMY CARTER on Nov. 2
What really happened to the
White House hatchet man?
Charles W. Colson. descrihed h~ Timt•
magazine as "Tough, "ii~. nast~
and tenacious(~ lo~al to Richard '\ixon."

CENTRAL JV'ER Monica Watchie carefully sets the ball for a
teammate during the team's victory over Wenatchee, Saturday.
(Photo by Mary

Wo(men's volleyball
tourney successful

unfortunate experience, she hurt
her knee during one of the games
athletic funding, the team chooses
Both of Central's women's and Coach Killorn is not sure how
their own coach from within the
volleyball teams came out on top -serious it really is. She could be
team. For the past three years
last weekend. The varsity playesl-. out for the season.
that man has been Tony Rose.
at an All A Division Tournament
The junior varsity handily took
Rose says the team practices up
held at Eastern Washington State care of CBC and Wenatchee Valley
to three hours a day perfecting
College, and the junior varsity College. They defeated CBC in the
footwork and strategies for upplayed at Columbia Bsic Commun- first game of the match 15-4, lost
coming games. "Last year we won
ity College.
~
the second, 11-15, won the third
all our home games and split the
The varsity was successful in 15-10, and with an unbelievable
others," he said. "In last year's defeating: the University of Washcomeback won the final with a
ington three games out of four, score of 16-14. Lisa Martin had
league championship we placed
third."
Oregon State also three games out several excellent spikes that conof
four, and Pacific Lutheran fused CBC all night, according to
Central's team is part of the
Northwest Intercollegiate Soccer University three games straight, Coach Mike Crouch.
Central defeated SVC in three
League. Besides this weekend's but fell to a powerful Portland
opponents the league includes State team three games straight. straight games 15-7, 15-12, and
Coach Killorn said, "We had 17-15 easily. "The whole team
teams from the University of
Montana, Whitman and Whit- anticipated beforehand that PS played well, Co-captains Nancy
would be an extremely strong Watchie and Sonie Cantu played
worth Colleges.
team to play against. Our team very inspiringly," said Crouch.
·This weekend marks the last played well even though we lost
The freshmen players will play
two homes games for the season. three straight games to them. In next Tuesday against Selah High
Rose said the team has a good the other games we really had it School. The varsity will not be
chance for the championship this together as a team. With this playing this weekend but will
year and invited students to come well-rounded team I expect that travel to WSU for an Eastern
and watch the games. Admission is Central will place high in the Area Tournament on Nov. 5-6.
free, and the team and the sport Northwest."
promises excitement.
Setter Carol Daiberl had an
By~KAYCORY

~

fi. DEAN'S T.V. &
In the mid't of the \\ateq~ate sc:andals
came the lkcemher 197-' hl•adline
"Colson make' decision l'or Chri't. ..
rhe stor~ jarred \\ashington.
Then came hi' surpri,ing ph.-a of ''guilt~ ..
follcmed h~ long month' in !l'deral pri~in \\ith
h~irdened c:riminal' and e\l'n a threat on
hi' lill'. It 'oon hl'l':Jllll' apparl'nt that 'onn·thini.: rl'al had happl'nl'd to Col,m1. Thl' cool.
rnln1lating ··toui.:h gu~" had hl'l"«Ulll' a
!ming. l'Olllpa,~io1wtl' 'l'nant of lhl' Sa\ior.

First Christion Ch uri::h6th & Ruby
Sot. October 30 7:30 pm
A special showing for college
students and young adults.
M

x

FREE
"
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H

"

~~ll_ace)

HDBl!f2

APPLIANCE.

ii
WELCOMES YOU•
sa
- .,.v.
Keaclquarten for

Ci

RENTALS
eREPAIU

AND SAlH

91.ARGE 51UCTION

~~ OF DISCOUNT RICOltDS
AND .rMES Craig

R.C.A. ·Sony

oEiN'S
T.V. & lPPUANCE

417 N. P-rl • 925-1121

Hennessy I
Central Washington's Jim Hennessy did it again, this time in
Spokane.
Hennessy, the Wildcat's No. 1
cross country runner, added
another win to his season last
weekend capturing first place at
the Eastern Washington Cross
Country Invitational.
Central finished runner-up.
However, in the team scoring,
they finished second to Highline
Community College.
Hennessy, a senior, finished the'
five mile course in 26 minutes and
28 seconds, beating Highline's Bob
Green, who was clocked at 26:41.
The final team scoring went as
follows: Highline 41, Central 54,
Spokane CC 55, P\].get Sound 109,
Eastern 117, Eastern Oregon 160 ·
and Whitworth 192.
Central's Louis Boudreaux, also
a senior, took third place with a
time of 26:42.
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SQUARE DANCE LESSONS

SOCIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM

Oct. 28th will be your last
chance to enroll into 's quare dance
lessons. The lessons are sponsored
by . the Squarecat Club and taught
by Mr. Early Barton. The .lessons
are each Thursday at 7 pm in the
large ballroom.
-

Ralph Jackson will show and
discuss his film, The Proxemic
World: Spatial Iiimensions of
Social Interaction, at the Sociology Symposium, Monday, Nov. 1
at 3 pm in room 212 of the
Soc-Anthro Building. All are welcome.

SKI CLUB
Ski Club will have a meeting
today in the SUB cafeteria at 7 pm.
Ski movies will be shown.
BIG BROTHERS/SISTERS
The Big Brother, Big Sister
1zation is in need of men to act as
big brothers. If there are any men
interested, please contact Don
Goetschius at 963-1671 for information.
CALICO.DANCE
· This Friday night turn your
book loose, kick back and dance to
Calico. The dance will start at 9 pm
in the large SUB ballroom, admission is $1.50 single and $2.00 per
couple. Come early and be ready to
dance with a full house.
FREE FILMS
Six short films of special interest to families will be offered free
of charge on Halloween, Sunday,
Oct. 31 in the SUB upstairs
theatre, from 6-7:30 pm.

BOC MEETINGS
The Board of Control will meet
Thursday, Oct. 28 in the lounge at
Wilson Hall, at 7:30 pm for an
informed organizational meeting.
All interested persons are invited
to participate.
ACLU MEET
The Ellensburg ACLU chapter
will meet today in the public
meeting room of the Ellensburg
public library at 4 pm.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
INFORMATION
Professor Archer of the Graduate School of Administration, Willamette University, Salem, Oregon, will be at the Placement
Center at 2:30 on Friday, Oct. 29
to meet with any students or
faculty who are interested in
information regarding the Graduate School Program and entry
requirements."

MEET THE CANDIDATES

"MEET THE CANDIDATES"
this Sunday, Oct. 31, at 11:30 am
at the First Methodist Church,
Third and Ruby Street. This is
sponsored by the American Association of University Women and
the First Methodist Chruch.

On, off campus jo.b s
available

Babysitting (B-4) from 8-2 pm
Mon.-Fri. Must have own transportation.
Babysitting (B-6) Mon. & Tues.
evenings. Close to campus.
Carpenter's Asst. (C-2) wanted.
Part-time mornings only.
Clerical (C-5) on campus, tow
LAW AND JUSTICE CLUB
hours daily. Good Proofreading
Attention: Law and Justice skills and accurate typing.
Construction Asst. (C-6) wanted
majors and non majors. There will
be a meeting to form a Law and afternoons/ weekends. Mature
Justice Club on Thursday Oct. 28 persons with experience in confrom 2-4 pm in the SUB Theater. struction.
Custodial (C-8) positions available on campus.
ART SHOW
Dirver (D-1) needed every Wednesday morning to Seattle; return
Randall Houghton, Central art by noon. Use of employer's vehicle
student, will be showing his mixed or compensation for own vehicle
media drawings inspired by nature use.
at the Matheson Gallery, 516 E.
Cab Driver (C-2) part-time posiPike, Seattle, thru Nov. 7.
tion. Must be 21 years of age or
older with good driving record.
SCOUT HELPERS
Helpers needed for Church References required
sponsored scout group. If you are
Farming (F-1) position available
interested call: 962-2651 and ask by local farmer. Knowledge of
for Larry Mayberry.
tractor necessary.
RAINBOW GIRLS
All interested Rainbow Girls.
Sigma Tau Alpha meets on the
first and third Wednesdays at 6:00
in the SUB Pit. Contact Kay
Cory at 962-2326 after five.

wanted with some office experience. Located in Thorp.
Live-In Companion (L-7) temporary position available for four
Person wanted to
weekends.
assist elderly woman with broken
hip. Work includes cooking cleaning, etc.
Conference Host/Hostess LiveIn Building Mgr. (L-8) position
available on campus. Compensation is room and board.
Beef Luggers (M-2) wanted for
local packing company.
Heavy
lifting involved.
Odd Jobs (M-4) available immediatly. Work includes cleaning
windows, painting storm windows,
and yardwork. Located close to
campus.
Volleyball Officials (0-3) wanted
for intramural games; on campus.
Playground Supervisor (P-1)
wanted from 8-9 am and 11:30-1
pm Mon.-Fri. for local school.
Receptionist (R-2) position available full time only. Located in
Ellensburg.

Housecleaning (H-1) person
wanted several hours each week.
Waiter/Waitress (W-5) needed
8 1/2 miles out of Ellensburg ; need
own transportation.
evenings and weekends.
Need
Live-In Housekeeper (L-1) transportation.

POSITION

OPENINGS

Conference Host
Live-in Building Manager

Compensation:

Apply:

Furnished Apt.
and Meals

AuxHiary Services
Barge 204

closing date for application:
KAMOLA HALL is constructing a haunted house for
their annual Halloween Fun Night on Sunday, Oct.

31 at the Kittitas County airgrounds. The haunted
house will operate 7-10 pm for children ages 7-14.
(Phot!_> by Debbie Sf!_yder)

November 1, 1976

5:00 p.m.

In The Caboose Room
this week
Thursday Night
•
IS

·L adies Night
Enjoy our
Sound Sys tein

7-10 p.m.

Happy Hour

------,------Live------------

5-7 p.In.

Entertain:lnent
6 nights per week

daily
925-9801 " Canyon Road

TRIAD

,-----~------------------

Next week
: Sandoz is back
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WHO HAVE FOUND
THE
NEW LOOK. AT THE
MIA
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OUR 14th ANNIVERSARY AND HARDCORE
i HAPPY HOUR WAS ENJOYED BY HUNDREDS
-
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HOME & DORM DELIVERY 925- .111 l 925-2222
5 p.m. -2 a.m. DAILY- Radio controlled ,for be.tter service!
DORMIE DELIGHTS:
-M usic Dorm

Trade-mark R

BUY A COKE
KEEP THE
59c
GLASS

Quiet Dorm
Kennedy

It's the real thing.Coke.
Trade·mark •

II

FOR A PRICE THAT MAKES SOME AUDIO STORES LAUGH,
WE'LL SMILE. ·• • -AND SELL YOU SOMETHING WONDERFUL!
If you are considering a music system in the $300 neighborhood,
chances are you've looked at so-called "compact systems" (where
the turntable is built atop the receiver unit) and at some
mail-order stuff with speakers you've never heard (and believe us,
your ears are the better for it!). Do not despair! For only $329, you
can own an honest-to-goodness component system that will play
rings around any compact or cat~log-store rig at ANY price!

The system of which we speak is such a bargain we call it "Prime
Rib at Dogfood Prices." The key to its dramatic performance is a
pair of new Advent/3 speakers. The Advent/3's are the least
expensive speakers we know of with really accurate, believable
wide-range sound. They sound very, very much like Advent's
more expensive speakers, and they're a beautiful size that fits any
situation.
Powering the Advents is the Technics SA5060 stereo receiver, a
fine piece of equipment with clean, low distortion sound and
excellent reception of FM (and AM stations. The record player is
the Garrard 440M automatic turntabl~ with Pickering VIS ATE/4
cartridge and diamond stylus, a combination that will play music
like a gyspy but not steal the music from the record grooves.
At our $329 system price, . this is .the best buy since youname-what, you-name-when. You save $66 on all name brand;
highly respected components. Best of all, your ears will tell you
that yoq've bought absolutely the best-sounding home music
system you could touch for anywhere near its moderate price.

~

(}-.<>''~~

.

. ~DVE\T Technic~

. ...
i,

byPanas<>"IC

The "PRIME RIB" A s395 Value ••• NOW s329
So certain of your satisfaction that we promise the following:

I. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED: If you are not completely
satisfied, return everything within 7 days for complete refund.
2. PRICE PROTECTION POLICY: If you buy a system from us
and see it advertised for less within 30 days (a most unlikely
event!), bring us the ad; we'll refund the difference.
3. EXTENDED WARRANTY: Everything in the system is
warranted for two full years, parts and labor-except the Advents, which we warranty for as long as you own them!
(These·are just three points of our ten-point customer satisfaction
policies. See our Fall Catalog for others.)

I

COUPON SPECIAL: Koss HV-1 Stereophones

(List s44 95 ) s24n W/coupon
Limit 1 · Good thru Wed., Nov. 3

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl

Ellensburg

962-2830

